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RedAwning and Affirm Partner for Buy Now Pay Later

Vacation Rentals

35,000 North American Vacation Rental Properties Now Eligible

for Easy Payment Plans

NEWS RELEASE BY REDAWNING

Emeryville, CA October 20, 2020 03:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time

RedAwning, the leading hospitality platform for short term rentals, and A�rm, the better way
to buy, today announced a new partnership to enable guests to book a vacation rental now
and pay later, even after staying. A�rm o�ers �exible and a�ordable payment plans so that
guests can rent their dream home at their dream destination, and not have to worry about
paying for their trip all at once. RedAwning’s property collection, covering every major
vacation destination in North America, represents the largest collection of vacation rental
properties ever available on a pay over time basis. Property owners and managers
participating in the RedAwning Network are already participating in this new program
automatically with no action required.

“We know vacation rental stays can be a large purchase for many travelers, so we are excited
to o�er this industry-�rst approach,” said Tim Choate, Founder & CEO of RedAwning.com.
“Demand for vacation rental travel is increasing and our addition of a pay over time option
enables even more guests to travel, rent a nicer home, or take a longer trip. This new o�ering
further expands on our industry leadership for property owners and managers too.”
RedAwning participating property owners and managers generate more revenue for less
work, with their properties presented everywhere guests shop for travel online.

A�rm adds to RedAwning’s long list of exclusive, industry leading bene�ts for property
owners and managers to help them generate more revenue with less work. These include
free professional photography with Meero, pricing optimization, distribution everywhere
guests shop for travel, Amazon Prime Now delivery mapping, a mobile app, a web portal,
24/7 Reservations and Guest Services, payment processing with Stripe, Amazon Smart
Concierge, and much more.

To learn more about RedAwning’s industry-leading marketing, reservations, and hospitality
platform, just visit www.redawning.com/list.

Financing subject to eligibility. A�rm loans are made by Cross River Bank, Member FDIC.

###ENDS###

https://www.redawning.com/list/
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###ENDS###

About RedAwning 

RedAwning is the leading platform for short term rentals. RedAwning presents the world's 
largest collection of vacation properties to guests wherever they shop for travel.  With over 
35,000 properties represented on behalf of thousands of property owners and managers, 
RedAwning covers virtually every leisure destination in North America, and includes a 
comprehensive layer of services and support with every stay. RedAwning is the largest single 
U.S. supplier to every major travel website, including Booking.com, Expedia, 
HomeAway/VRBO, Airbnb, and the new Google Travel. RedAwning also operates exclusive 
vacation property booking websites, including RedAwning.com for travelers, and TravelPro 
Rentals, which enables 20,000 travel agents to book vacation properties.   
RedAwning has been a leading innovator in the vacation rental industry since 2010, with a 
mission to rede�ne the customer journey for guests, hosts and property managers alike, and 
to drive new approaches that make the booking and staying experience at short term rental 
properties more consistent, easier, safer and better for all.   
To browse and book the RedAwning Collection, visit www.redawning.com. 
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